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INTEREST OF THE AMICUS 

 This amicus curiae brief is submitted by River Alliance of 

Wisconsin, Wisconsin Lakes Association, and Wisconsin Trout Unlimited.   

River Alliance of Wisconsin (“River Alliance”) is a Wisconsin non-

profit organization, which advocates for the protection and restoration of 

Wisconsin’s rivers and watersheds, and whose state-wide membership uses 

Wisconsin waters for recreation and aesthetic enjoyment.  Members of 

River Alliance have a substantial interest in protecting Wisconsin 

groundwater and surface waters. 

Wisconsin Lakes Association (“Wisconsin Lakes”) is a Wisconsin 

non-profit organization comprised of hundreds of government bodies and 

voluntary associations organized to protect the quality of Wisconsin’s 

inland lakes.  Wisconsin Lakes members have a substantial interest in 

protecting Wisconsin’s groundwater and groundwater-dependent surface 

waters.  

Wisconsin Trout Unlimited (“WITU”) is a Wisconsin non-stock 

corporation, comprised of 4,450 members who belong to 21 separate 

chapters across Wisconsin. WITU is a subsidiary of Trout, Unlimited 
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(“TU”), a nonprofit organization composed of 36 State Councils and more 

than 140,000 members nation-wide. WITU and TU’s mission is to protect 

water resources, which their members accomplish through in-stream 

restoration work, education, and outreach activities.  

Counsel for these amici, Midwest Environmental Advocates 

(“MEA”), is a non-profit environmental law center based in Madison, 

Wisconsin.  MEA provides legal, technical and organizational assistance to 

groups working for clean air, clean water, and environmental justice in 

Wisconsin.  MEA also has a substantial interest in this case as it has 

the potential to set negative precedent affecting MEA’s present and 

prospective clients and to thwart MEA’s ability to remedy environmental 

violations that harm Wisconsin’s surface and groundwater resources.   

                INTRODUCTION 
 

Make no mistake, the matter presently before this Court raises far 

more than esoteric issues of law.  Here, the Wisconsin Supreme Court will 

impact the future character of Wisconsin’s rural communities and decide 

whether local communities retain their longstanding powers under state law 

to protect their local environment and citizens from harms originating 

within their borders.  At a time when our state’s ability to provide the 
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budgetary resources and staff oversight necessary to ensure compliance 

with existing environmental laws and standards is severely curtailed, this 

Court will determine whether the ability of local communities to protect 

public health, safety and welfare will be restricted to state agencies in 

Madison like DATCP and DNR.       

The large livestock facilities at issue under the Wisconsin Livestock 

Facility Siting Law (“Siting Law”) generate enormous amounts of manure, 

which contains harmful levels of bacteria, pathogens, nitrates and 

phosphorous.  These pollutants, in turn, pose significant water 

contamination risks and public health concerns to local and state 

authorities.  Indeed, local municipalities, under their charge to protect 

public health and welfare, must address these very real concerns and strive 

to enforce environmental standards, including those set forth under the 

Siting Law, through the issuance of local zoning permits, referred to as 

“conditional use permits” (“CUPs”).  CUPs, like the one issued by the 

Town of Magnolia (“Magnolia”) for the Larson Acres (“Larson”) livestock 

facility involved here, incorporate conditions to ensure that state 

environmental standards – both operational best practices and performance-

based standards – are implemented and effective. 
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The Court of Appeal’s decision would effectively eliminate the 

regulatory function and longstanding, demonstrated value of local zoning 

permits in the prevention of pollution and protection of property values and 

local quality of life.  Under the Court of Appeals’ ruling, local zoning 

authorities, like Magnolia, would be required to demand compliance with 

state environmental standards, but they would be barred from applying 

water quality monitoring and other common permit conditions necessary to 

prevent contamination of local waterways and groundwater supplies.  In 

practice, the very governmental entities charged with protecting the public 

health, safety and welfare of their citizenry would be denied the basic tools 

decades of experience with zoning administration have shown necessary to 

prevent water contamination.   

The Court of Appeal’s interpretation of the Siting Law raises the 

specter of a dramatically altered Wisconsin — a state in which water 

quality impacts are inconsistently considered in the CAFO permitting 

process and where local communities have limited ability to avert threats to 

local waterways and drinking water supplies.  The Appellate Court’s 

mistaken interpretation of the Siting Law must be overturned, as it creates 

unreasonable and unintended gaps in the regulatory oversight of a high-risk 
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class of polluters—CAFOs—a  scenario certain to compromise 

Wisconsin’s water quality and public health and forever jeopardize 

Wisconsin’s rural landscape and quality of life.   

ARGUMENT 

I. Large Livestock Facilities Pose Significant Pollution Risks 
and Require Regulatory Oversight to Prevent Violations of 
State Water Quality Standards. 

Large livestock facilities, including CAFOs,1 pose serious potential 

hazards which can significantly harm Wisconsin's water quality.  Due to the 

sheer volume of manure generated on site,2 facilities containing thousands 

of confined animals are likely to produce agricultural point and non-point 

source pollution if not properly located or managed. According to the U.S. 

                                                 
1 Wisconsin law defines Concentrated Animal Farming Operations (“CAFOs”) as 
facilities containing more than 1,000 animal units. See NR s. 243.03(12); Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources, Frequently Asked Questions: Concentrated Animal 
Feeding Operations (Nov. 1, 2010), available at 
http://dnr.wi.gov/runoff/ag/faq_cafo.htm#q1.   
 
2 In terms of scale, 1,000 cows produce as much daily waste as 18,000 humans.  Large 
CAFOs can produce more excrement in a day than small cities treat in sewage. Ron 
Seely, Tracking a rising tide of waste, Wisconsin State Journal, Feb 28, 2010, available 
at  http://host.madison.com/wsj/special-
section/factory_farms/managing_manure/article_df56a7f6-2255-11df-90a7-
001cc4c03286.html. 
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Environmental Protection Agency, agricultural runoff is the leading source 

of water quality impairments on surveyed lakes, rivers and streams.3   

Runoff from poorly managed CAFOs results in animal waste 

contaminating nearby waterways with bacteria, pathogens, viruses, 

microbes resistant to antibiotics, and excessive levels of nutrients.4  

Nitrate, a nutrient present in run-off from livestock manure, poses a 

significant public health risk at high levels.  Human consumption of 

nitrates above the federal standard (by drinking nitrate-contaminated 

groundwater supplies) may increase the risk of cancer and birth defects.5  

It is even more dangerous for children.  Ingestion of nitrates by infants has 

                                                 
3 See U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, Protecting Water Quality from Agricultural Runoff 
(March 2005), available at http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps/Ag_Runoff_Fact_Sheet.pdf. 
 
4 See Michael Greger, MD & Gowri Koneswaran, Esq, The Public Health Impacts of 
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations on Local Communities, 33 Family & 
Community Health 373  (Jan. – March, 2010), available at 
http://www.humanesociety.org/assets/pdfs/farm/impacts_factory_farms_on_communities
.pdf. 

5 Barry Estabrook, Do Nitrates from Well Water Cause Cancer?, The Atlantic, July 8, 
2010, available at 
http://www.alternet.org/food/147471/do_nitrates_from_well_water_cause_cancer.   
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been shown to lower levels of oxygen in the blood, leading to “blue-baby 

syndrome,” a condition of oxygen deprivation that may prove fatal.6  

The devastating impacts of poorly managed or improperly sited 

CAFOs are well recognized in Wisconsin.7  The number of CAFOs in 

Wisconsin has sharply increased in the past 15 years, from 10 in 1995 to 

almost 160 in 2010, increasing the threat of runoff pollution to Wisconsin 

of lakes, river and streams.8   This concern was recently stated by both 

Senate Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald and Assembly Speaker Jeff 

Fitzgerald, who halted construction of a large dairy operation sited within 

one mile of a lake in their home districts, on the basis of water quality 

considerations.9 Clearly, CAFO facilities in Wisconsin require intelligent 

                                                 
6 Id.; see also U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, Consumer Factsheet on: NITRATES/NITRITES, 
available at http://www.epa.gov/ogwdw000/pdfs/factsheets/ioc/nitrates.pdf.  
 
7 See Charles Duhigg, Health Ills Abound As Farm Runoff Fouls Wells, The New York 
Times, Sept. 17, 2009, available at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/18/us/18dairy.html?scp=run%20off&st=cse.  
 
8 Elizabeth Ridlington & Dan Kohler, Wisconsin Lakes at Risk, Wisconsin Environment 
Research and Policy Center, March 2011 (citing WDNR, Farms With Water Pollution 
Permits, May, 11, 2010), available at 
http://www.wisconsinenvironment.org/uploads/28/0f/280f84f08d11975d74cfcaaf7f42de0
8/Wisconsins-Lakes-at-Risk-web.pdf.  
  
9 The Fitzgeralds acknowledged, “This project would have severely affected the water 
quality of the Fox Lake and caused considerable damage to property owners…”; Jessica 
Vanegeren, Top GOP Lawmakers Step In to Stop Big Dairy Farm in their Home 
Districts, Capitol Times, April 1, 2011, available at 
http://host.madison.com/ct/news/local/govt-and-politics/article_07dca596-5b0c-11e0-
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regulation, including the continued meaningful participation of local 

authorities, to ensure that facilities comply with standards required by law.   

 
II. Larson’s History of State Water Quality Violations 

Demonstrates the Need for Proposed CUP Conditions.  
 

The uncontested record in this case demonstrates that the Larson 

CAFO at issue has violated Wisconsin water quality standards.  As a result, 

Larson contaminated not only nearby Norwegian Creek, a designated 

Exceptional Resource Water (“ERW”), but also contaminated the 

groundwater supply of nearby private wells.   

Specifically, data and testimony presented at the March 10, 2007, 

Contested Case Hearing conducted before the Magnolia Town Board 

showed that water samples taken in the reach of Norwegian Creek adjacent 

to the Larson facility contained levels of nitrate up to twenty times greater 

than the federal drinking water standard of 10 mg/L.10  By contrast, samples 

taken upstream from Larson showed nitrate levels in the Creek safely 

within the federal standard.11  Extensive expert testimony considered by the 

                                                                                                                                     
b11f-001cc4c002e0.html. 
 
10 See Contested Case Hearing transcript, Supp. App. 132-218, 199 (271:7-11). 

11 Id. at 148 (67:21-24).   
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Town of Magnolia supported the conclusion that high nitrate levels present 

in Norwegian Creek could lead to acute adverse impacts to fish and aquatic 

life.12 

Larson’s nitrate contamination also affected private wells.  From 

near-safe levels in 2004, nitrate levels in wells down-gradient from Larson 

Acres increased by 2006 to as much as 178% of the levels found safe for 

drinking,  posing a significant public health risk, as discussed above.13   

Accordingly, the Town of Magnolia Board determined that effluent 

discharge from Larson’s tile lines violated water quality standards under 

Wis. Admin. Code section NR 102.05(1), threatened the water quality of an 

ERW under Wis. Admin. Code section NR 102.11(1)(d)12,  and violated 

Wisconsin groundwater standards.  The Town’s decision to include CUP 

conditions necessary to ensure Larson’s compliance with state water quality 

standards was, therefore, entirely in keeping with its core “public health, 

safety and welfare” obligations.   

At the same time, these CUP conditions protected important 

economic interests by safeguarding the town’s drinking water supplies and 

                                                 
12 Id. at 178 (187:20-24). 

13 Id. at 183 (208:21-209:1). 
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local waterways for recreational use, in keeping with the Siting Law’s 

imperative that permits issued under the law comply with state water 

quality standards.  Indeed, turning a blind eye to manure’s harmful effect 

on water quality and limiting local governments’ ability to protect area 

surface waters and groundwater would be economically disastrous to 

communities across Wisconsin.  Local economies and jobs depend on water 

resources that meet state water quality standards, including tourism, water-

front restaurants, and trout angling. 14    

III. The Court of Appeals Interpretation of the Siting Law Will 
Create Gaps in Wisconsin Water Quality Protections and 
Jeopardize Effective Regulation of CAFOs.  
 
A. The Siting Law Does Not Guarantee Water Quality 

Protection Without Local Oversight. 
 

The Livestock Siting Law explicitly articulates that permits issued 

under the law must be consistent with water quality standards set forth 

under federal, state and local laws, including the array of water pollution 

control laws enacted by Wisconsin’s Legislature consistent with the Clean 

Water Act, namely, Wis. Stat. §§ 92.05, 92.14, 92.16, 281.16 and the 

                                                 
14 Fishing alone generates a $2.75 billion economic impact in Wisconsin and supports 
more than 30,000 jobs. Bobberstop.com, WDNR Information, available at 
http://www.bobberstop.com/WDNR_Information.html (last visited April 27, 2011). 
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entirety of Wis. Stat. ch. 283.  This legal imperative, however, is fatally 

compromised by the Court of Appeal’s ruling, which eliminates a local 

authority’s ability to regulate on-going CAFO pollution beyond an 

assessment of the facility’s compliance with Siting Law regulations. This 

interpretation creates a gap in water quality protections by denying local 

governments authority to undertake preventative or corrective actions to 

protect their waters, citizens, and local economies.  

Under the Court of Appeal’s ruling, rural communities across 

Wisconsin seeking to prevent pollution from a local CAFO’s manure-

disposal practices can only assess the facility’s compliance with a best-

practices standard, which is difficult to enforce due to the absence of 

measurable, quantifiable standards.  Indeed, the closest the Siting Law 

comes to measurable standards is its adoption of NRCS 590, which is an 

agronomic practice standard intended to maximize nutrients for plant 

growth and minimize manure entry into air and water.15  

By its own admission, NRCS 590’s technical standard is no 

substitute for measurable performance standards devised to protect surface 

                                                 
15 See Wis. Stat. § 93.90 and Wis. Admin. Code ATCP 51; Natural Resource 
Conservation Service Standard 590, § V, available at 
http://efotg.sc.egov.usda.gov/references/public/WI/590.pdf.  
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and drinking water.   NRCS 590 specifically spells out that facilities 

governed by this standard are “responsible for compliance with applicable 

federal, state, and local rules or regulations” governing nutrient 

management systems.16   Yet, NRCS 590 makes clear that it neither sets 

water quality standards nor eliminates the occurrence of manure runoff  

“that could result in a violation of law.”17  Here, the record, detailed above, 

confirms that exclusive use of NRCS 590 effectively guarantees that 

pollution will occur.  Accordingly, local communities must not be denied 

the ability to address the Siting Law’s acknowledged limitations through 

the use of conditions and measures that ensure water quality and, thereby, 

the well-being of their citizenry and local economy. 

 
B. WPDES Permit Program Is Insufficient to Regulate 

CAFOs Without Local Monitoring and Enforcement of 
Water Quality Standards. 

The WPDES permit program for CAFOs, administered by the DNR, 

cannot sufficiently enforce water quality standards as necessary to protect 

public health without local expertise and regulatory oversight.  The Court 

                                                 
16 Natural Resource Conservation Service Standard 590, § IV. 
 
17 Id.   
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of Appeals’ ruling, by eliminating local authority in this respect, creates 

significant gaps in CAFO regulation. 

First, the WPDES program for CAFOs regulates only facilities with 

1,000 or more animal units (AU), equivalent to 700 dairy cows.18  

Operations with between 500 and 1,000 AU, however, are covered merely 

by the best management practices provided under the Siting Law which, as 

described above, includes no water quality performance standards.  This 

obvious gap in state regulations leaves local communities vulnerable and 

will result in significant harm to local citizens, economies, and habitats 

unless local municipalities like Magnolia are allowed to monitor and 

enforce water quality standards through reasonable and logical CUP 

conditions.  

Moreover, whereas the WPDES program regulating CAFOs, to this 

point, has been implemented on a farm-by-farm basis, such is no longer the 

case.  On April 4, 2011, DNR issued a new “General Permit,” which will 

not provide for public hearings on individual permits related to their 

compliance with water quality standards.19  Now and in the future,  it will 

                                                 
18 WDNR FAQ website, supra note 1. 

19  WDNR, General Permit to Discharge Under the Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System -- Large Dairy Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation, WPDES 
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be even more important for local towns to retain the power to add site-

specific water quality conditions into CUPs, as the new one-size-fits-all 

WPDES permit process will no longer afford this opportunity or take into 

account the actual geography and unique water features of a proposed 

CAFO’s site.    

Lastly, it is becoming increasingly clear that DNR has neither the 

financial wherewithal nor the staff to adequately monitor the CAFO 

WPDES program or to ensure state-wide compliance with water quality 

standards.   For example, due to limited resources, CAFOs are asked to self-

report violations and are visited by DNR staff, on average, once every five 

years.20  Absurdly, the Court of Appeal’s decision places sole responsibility 

for CAFO water quality standard compliance on state agencies who simply 

cannot afford such an undertaking.  With state resources already over-

burdened and staff “retirements” piling up,21 the state will need to rely, 

                                                                                                                                     
Permit No. WI-0063274-01 (April 4, 2011), available at 
http://www.dnr.state.wi.us/runoff/pdf/ag/Large_Dairy_CAFO_GP-WPDES_Permit.pdf.  

20 Seely, supra note 2. 
 
21 According to Natural Resource Board meeting minutes, in 2011, 34 WDNR personnel 
have left the agency, with 18 more slated for April. See “Wisconsin Natural Resources 
Board Agendas & Materials” and “Natural Resources Board Approved Minutes,” 
available at http://dnr.wi.gov/org/nrboard/agenda.html and 
http://dnr.wi.gov/org/nrboard/minutes.htm (last visited April 27, 2011). 
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more than ever, on local municipalities to enact CUP conditions to protect 

Wisconsin families, water resources, and economies from the harmful 

effects of CAFO pollution.  On this basis alone, the Court of Appeals’ 

interpretation of the Siting Law, eliminating local authority in this respect, 

must be overturned. 

C. Nuisance Abatement Actions Cannot Be the Only Remedy 
Available for Towns like Magnolia to Control Water 
Pollution. 

 
For generations, families across Wisconsin have lived in small towns 

and rural communities.  Life in these communities is enhanced by the 

natural environment and local autonomy over critical issues of public 

safety, health and general welfare.  In recognition of this well-settled ethic, 

Wisconsin lawmakers have long empowered local municipalities to protect 

public health, safety and welfare through zoning and other local 

regulations.  E.g , Wis. Stat. § 60.61(1)(b); Willow Creek Ranch, LLC v. 

Town of Shelby, 2000 WI 56, ¶ 19, 235 Wis. 2d 409, 611 N.W.2d 693 

(2000).     
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The Court of Appeals’ decision ignores this history.  Under the 

constraints imposed by the appellate court’s interpretation of the Siting 

Law, towns will be left with no recourse other than nuisance abatement 

actions.22 Without the ability to impose CUP conditions on CAFOs in order 

to prevent water contamination, the only remedy available to local 

authorities will be after-the-fact:  after local families are sickened or worse 

by contaminated wells, after the local ERW creek is polluted, after 

recreation-based businesses are impacted.  There is simply no sense to this 

scenario.  It is out of touch with Wisconsin law and intelligent public 

policy, and denies the very entities charged with protecting public health, 

safety and welfare with any means to prevent harms arising from water 

pollution.   

The Court of Appeals ruling renders local governments powerless to 

stop serious water polluters within their borders, curtailing even the ability 

of local governments to monitor ongoing water contamination.  This ruling, 

in effect, promotes nuisance actions, contrary to Wis. Stat. section 

823.08(a)(1), which clearly states the Legislature’s strong preference that 
                                                 
22 The Appeals Court determined the Siting Law preempted Magnolia’s CUP conditions 
aimed at protecting ground and surface water consistent with water quality standards.  
Amici contend that the court’s preemption analysis is fatally flawed, as well stated in 
Plaintiffs-Respondents Brief at pp. 23-26, adopted by reference herein. 
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conflicts between agricultural uses and neighbors be resolved through 

zoning rather than through nuisance actions.   See Racine Unified Sch. Dist. 

v. LIRC, 164 Wis. 2d 567, 591, 476 N.W.2d 707 (Ct. App. 1991). 

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons set forth herein, Amici respectfully request that this 

Court reverse the Court of Appeals decision in this case. 

Respectfully submitted this 29th day of April, 2011. 
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